
SUNAPEE BOARD OF SELECTMEN 

MEETING 

6:30PM Town Office Meeting Room 

Monday, November 14, 2022 

 

Present: Vice-Chairman Suzanne Gottling, Chairman Josh Trow, Selectman Jeremy Hathorn, 

Selectman Fred Gallup, Selectmen Carol Wallace, Shannon Martinez-Town Manager, Allyson 

Traeger-Executive Assistant. 

 

1. REVIEW OF ITEMS FOR SIGNATURE: 

CZC’s:  

PARCEL ID: 0209-0005-0000 189 Perkins Pond Road, Margaret Tarzia  

PARCEL ID: 0112-0005-0000 39 Tilson Point Road, Sue & Jim Campbell  

PARCEL ID: 0114-0014-0000 Browns Hill Road, Peter & Pamela Voss  

PARCEL ID: 0210-0009-0001 22 Fieldstone Drive, Richard Evans & Claudia Cardona-Estrada  

PARCEL ID: 0121-0035-0000 105 Fernwood Point Road, Paul S. Moore  

Motion to approve CZC’s by Selectman Hathorn seconded by Selectman Gallup. All voted 

in favor. 

 

LAND DISTURBANCE BOND:  

PARCEL ID: 0209-0005-0000 189 Perkins Pond Road, Margaret Tarzia 

Motion to approve LAND DISTURBANCE BOND by Selectman Gallup seconded by 

Selectman Wallace. All voted in favor. 

 

2. APPOINTMENTS 

7:00PM Budget Conversation 

Town Manager Martinez said that she would want to get a little bit more clarity from the board 

on their thoughts. She reminded everybody that all are draft documents, and they are working 

with hypothetical scenarios right now, so the math is changing based on the various kinds of 

decisions that they are making and the edits that they are incorporating into the document itself. 

Nothing is final until there is an official approval from the board and then more so from the 

town. Since the last meeting, they have adjusted the workers’ comp and the funds have been 

redistributed. The team was able to pull down about $75-80.000 between different budgets and 

departments. She asked for permission to bring the budget up live on ClearGov and on 

November 21, the community members would go there to review and then ask questions. 

Patrick Fine (via ZOOM) said that as of November 4 meeting he was elected as Chair of the 

Advisory Budget Committee and had reviewed the chart of the ABC and had some questions, but 

it was decided that he asks them after the presentation about the adjustments of the fund balance. 

Frank O’Connor (Via ZOOM) presented the fund balance and essentially what they are as 

proposed compared to 2022 with an increase of $569.835 without the warrant articles, which is a 

flat 6% increase and 9% in total. He showed where they have lowered the numbers and savings 

of $88.368. The new income calculated tax rate is $3.53 for the town portion and it is an increase 

from last year’s rate of $3.46, which is 2.02% increase. It is up to the Board of Selectmen and the 



town to decide what they want to maintain as fund balance; the note is that generally across the 

nation the accepted normal is between 5-15% and showed the suggested fund balance for 

Sunapee which was within that range. 

Town Manager Martinez answered that the revenues that are on the MS-344 are the estimated 

revenues on $3.46. She said that she would like to get guidance for the budget, and it seems they 

have come to a decision around 850 and they can do that. She asked if there are other things for 

the budget to see or how do they want to manage the meeting as they move forward, what kinds 

of additional information would they like and when can she encourage them on a decision on 

ARPA and the hydro. 

Patrick Fine said that the estimated tax rate that they are paying right now is $3.46 and asked if 

that was significantly higher than what was presented on November 4. Town Manager Martinez 

said that rate is estimated from last year, but the dollar value is different by 18 cents. He also 

asked what is the level of working capital that the town needs to be able to cover its cost. Town 

Manager Martinez that they are entering a period when they are going to have liquidity issue and 

are not going to be able to pay that tax bill. 

Chairman Trow said that it is important to talk about it now and perhaps decide where and how 

to apply ARPA funding. He mentioned that at the last meeting, he had said to put it in the budget 

and later they can fund it. He does not like the idea of funding recurrent payments or one-time 

payments. He was hazy about the Police Department cruiser and asked for clarification about the 

$11.000 that is intended for Library’s annual budget. 

Mindy Atwood explained that the amount of $11.000 is intended for four years and it is not a 

recurring expense. 

Chief of Police Cobb noted that people are questioning whether this will be an additional vehicle 

to the fleet. As proposed, yes, they will add a fifth vehicle to the fleet. Historically, they have 

leased the cars for three years and they would keep them for six. He explained that they make 

full payment on the cars at the end and keep them in the fleet. That allows them some flexibility 

in the sense that they have had cruisers that had been damaged, and that gives them the 

opportunity to assess in three years if they want to keep the car or not. The truck that had been 

used administratively for six years is starting to show some age and rust, even though it is in a 

decent shape. About the idea to decommissioning the pick-up truck, he said that it would have 

cost $15-20.000 to up fit a vehicle and it does not seem to make much sense to take that out of 

the fleet and discontinue it as an administrative vehicle for the Police Department. The two 

vehicles every three years had worked well in sense that the cruiser maintenance is relatively flat. 

In the future, if they add another vehicle, it will potentially inflate the time that they keep the 

cars, in a sense that they are not putting as many miles on each individual cruiser. They will have 

five full-time vehicles for the five full-time positions. The big concern or draw with using the 

ARPA funds is the time that it takes to get the cruisers. They were told to expect a 10-20% 

increase in the 2023 cars that could have been ordered as of 2022. He looks at that as almost 

devaluing the ARPA funds because it is costing them more to wait for the 2023 car.  

Selectman Gallup and Chairman Trow both agreed that a new vehicle that enters the fleet is often 

effectively permanent, and Chairman Trow had a feeling that the idea of having a cruiser per 

officer is excessive. 



Selectmen Wallace asked if the officer is expected to take the vehicle home and how many 

officers are on duty at one point of time.  

Chief Cobb answered that the officers take the vehicle home when they are on call and that on 

some of the dayshifts there are up to three officers and administrative staff and then on the 

weekends up to one typically 

Selectmen Wallace asked if the $35.000 were for the Finance Department software itself. 

Town Manager Martinez answered that $35.000 is the set-up fee and the maintenance for the 

software is usually between $15-20.000 a year. 

Ms. Atwood said that the Library has a little budget, so little numbers make a big difference. She 

wanted to review that without putting the ARPA grant of $2646 on their budget of 2023, they 

actually can get under budget as compared to last years for $35. If the board asks them to put the 

$2646 back in as it stands now, that means 2, 25% of increase to their operating budget, which is 

a big increased number. 

Chairman Trow said that he has no problem with the proposed budget for the Finance 

Department and the Library, he is just a little bit unsure about the rest. He asked if any of the 

members had any objections to the Finance Department and the Library budgets and there were 

no objections. 

Selectmen Wallace suggested the funds that had been proposed to Water and Sewer to be 

dispersed elsewhere, given that it is not covering the entire town in a direct way. 

Vice-Chairman Gottling had proposed about the highway garage and the sprinkler system there 

and she encouraged them to see if there is a way to find that sizable chunk of money for that. 

Motion to approve an appropriate number of ARPA Funds $35.000 to the Financial 

Department and $11.000 to the Library by Selectman Wallace seconded by Vice-Chairman 

Gottling. All voted in favor. 

Selectmen Wallace asked if they get any portion of the operating transfer funds, they assign to 

Water & Sewer and Hydro back. She referred to MS-535, page 18 where it was indicated that 

operating transfers out to proprietary fund “Sewer” in $1,186.000 and to proprietary fund 

“Water” $565.000. She added that she did not see their offsetting revenue; she had seen the 

expenditure. She also asked if they are getting anything from Water & Sewer for the services 

they provide, they do payroll for them.  

Selectman Gallup asked if they are bond payments for their portions.  

Town Manager Martinez said that her understanding is that this is where the wash comes in and 

where the Water & Sewer numbers are in appropriation, and they have in their overall budget 

and the revenue side creates the offset. She answered that there is a small charge, a small fee for 

the services provided. 

Chairman Trow said that there is an estimated revenue from Sewer of $1.29M. The MS-535 

revenues show enterprise water fund of $600.000 and enterprise sewer $1.1M. 

Patrick Fine (Via ZOOM) commented about the Advisory Budget Committee that to have a 

quorum at the next meeting on the 28th they will have budget on the agenda and will constitute 

another quorum of the Advisory Budget Committee. 

Chairman Trow said that from his perspective he had not loved how the Advisory Budget 

Committee works in the last few years, just in the vein of the people it requires and the amount 

that they are trying to do.  The old strategy made more sense to him because the actual 



membership was just the public and there were other people to discuss if necessary. He thinks 

that it is worth looking at the structure of the ABC and revising it, because to have sixteen 

people, from which nine is quorum, and they are not random people but specific group of five it 

is not fully productive. 

Patrick Fine (Via ZOOM) agreed because most of the members are the people who are putting 

forward the budget proposals, so they are in a sense advising themselves. His view was that it is 

a conflict of interest, the ABC should not be made from people who are proposing the budget 

based on the 1988 warrant article. 

Chairman Trow recommended that related to the budget, the town should be looking into more is 

shifting the fiscal year.      

 

3. PUBLIC COMMENTS: 

• Chris Whitehouse said that he has an issue with the Fire Wards and the conflict of interest that 

they have in their own policy. He read from the policy that the town officials, board members or 

employees should not participate in any matter in which they or their family members have 

personal interest that may directly or indirectly effect or influence in their performance of duties. 

They should recuse themselves from discussions and decision-making. He addressed to Chairman 

Trow that as a Fire Ward and a Board of Selectmen member, is a huge conflict of interest. He said 

that when the person that worked for the Fire Department was doing a presentation on raising the 

budget, Chairman Trow as Board of Selectmen member was arguing with him when he was asking 

questions and he was not sure if he is a Fire Ward or Board of Selectmen member. In 2020 he had 

come to the Board and raised $100 a week for officers and violated the NH Chapter 32, Section 8 

law and committed a liability on the tax rate. In November of last year when he gave the Chief a 

raise, he had violated the same law. In December 2021 he and other board members or the other 

Fire Wards voted themselves to be reappointed. He as a Board of Selectmen member would know 

that he cannot appoint himself as he is an appointed person to reappoint himself as a Fire Ward. 

He said that Chairman Trow had turned a three-month appointment into four years almost. He 

asked him if he qualified to be a Fire Ward and if he is a firefighter. Then he said that Chairman 

Trow is not a firefighter. He added that nobody from the board should be a Fire Ward and that he 

should resign effective immediately. He then addressed Town Manager Martinez that her meeting 

last Friday was in direct violation of this policy. According to the policy, she should recuse herself 

from any meetings with the Fire Department, because her husband is a Fire Ward and should not 

be involved with the Fire Department in any form. The best way to get rid of that conflict of interest 

is that her husband should not be a Fire Ward. Town Manager Martinez said that her husband was 

a Fire Ward before she became a Town Manager and if they do not want him to be a Fire Ward, 

they could get rid of him, that is fine with her. Mr. Whitehouse replied that he is not asking for 

that, he is asking for the conflict to be resolved. The Town Manager clarified that if there was a 

financial gain, then it would be considered a conflict of interest. 

• John Augustine (Via ZOOM) recognized and thanked everyone that worked for the election day. 

He continued regarding the town tax rate and said that it is odd to him that the tax bill had not been 

issued. This is the first year they have a new town clerk and a new town manager and he does not 

know if there is a correlation between the delay on the tax bill or not, but he thinks that if the 

current Board of Selectmen had not seen the documentation that was submitted to the NH DRA 



that is a mistake, they should ask to see that and see the information that was on the paperwork 

and the date it was submitted. He thinks that additional oversight is warranted since it is the first 

year that the town clerk and town manager are responsible for the tax bill. On the separate topic 

he commented on the presentation of the Fire Department where it was stated that an approximate 

of $350.000 are increased in the budget will have 12 cents of impact on the tax rate. Mr. 

Whitehouse had questioned that 12-cent accuracy number and is confident that it is not 12 cents 

but close to 24 cents. He was wondering and asking will the 12-cent comment be retracted and 

corrected at tonight’s meeting and the accurate number of closer to 24 cents be used on 

presentations going forward. 

Chairman Trow said that he does not know if there is a change in numbers, but they can make sure 

that they all in the same page with the numbers. 

Town Manager Martinez said that for the tax rate setting they are not an anomaly, there are a 

multitude of communities across NH that have not received their tax rate yet. They have already 

addressed this at the beginning in terms of what number was being used in the evaluation, so that 

was forthright this evening and was discussed. It was also discussed that numbers are going to 

continue to change and once they are closer to being finalized, will be released. There is more 

going into the calculations of what the rate is going to be, what healthcare does or does not go in 

with them. There has been a general acknowledgment that the evaluation that they have been used 

was incorrect and there is still much to be done in terms of getting the final numbers. 

Mr. Augustine said that there has been a comment about 32 unanswered calls and suggested that 

the Board of Selectmen ask for documentation for those calls. There has also been a comment that 

there are going to be two certified firefighters at the station for 24 hours a day, seven days a week 

and he thinks they should ask what tasks and schedule each of those two people would be doing 

when they are not answering a call. 

• Lisa Hoekstra commented on the town’s budgeted $18.000 for legal fees and wanted to talk about 

why the town is spending that much money on legal fees. She asked what they could do to make 

sure that people do not end up taking the town to court, referring to her case process which she 

said was bad. 

Chairman Trow said that any personnel issues that come up that require legal input get legal input. 

They have planning and zoning contracts and cases they need to go to, assessing, as well as code 

enforcement. In the town they must pay the legal requirements of legal and welfare, no matter 

what. This year they have had more personnel issues than previous years.   

• Fire Chief Galloway said that in the last two and a half years since he had become chief, there 

has been a lot of changes in the Fire Department. He does not have any trouble talking to anybody, 

whether it is the board or actual residents of the town, to discuss anything about the Fire 

Department. He sees a lot of information getting put out that are just an uneducated guess, and it 

is misinformation, so he has an open-door policy for anyone that wants to talk to him and will 

show them what they have, the different grants and donations that they have gotten, the trades of 

stuff that had not affected the budget.                

 

4. SELECTMEN ACTION 

• Disposition of Member Legal Files 



Chairman Trow presented that HMA has some client paperwork dated from January 1, 2015, if 

they want it back, they can have it, otherwise it will be discarded. 

Selectmen Wallace asked if they have a general rule for destruction of materials. 

Chairman Trow answered that there are requirements for town records, and he does not know 

what kind of materials they have there. 

Selectman Gallup said that since they do not know how much and what kind of material is there, 

suggested that they get the files and have their staff check them first and decide if there is 

anything that needs to be saved. 

The board decided to receive the files and check them first.   

 

• Osgood Bequest to Sunapee F.A.S.T. Squad 

Chairman Trow and Town Manager Martinez presented that in 2012 there was a part of the land 

given to the F.A.S.T. Squad and part of it was given back. In 2018 at the end of the process, the 

court effectively said that the lady now owns the whole property, and everybody had not signed 

off on it. 

Town Manager Martinez added except for the town’s piece. They tried to contact the owner and 

did some initial work with Chief Galloway through their lawyers. The owner at the beginning did 

not give them the correct information and the lawyers had told them that if it were in the will, 

they could not change it. She was not sure if they were asked for the deed to be changed and 

clarified that this was about the second piece of land. 

Selectman Gallup was under the impression that there was one parcel of property that was 

supposed to be divided in separate ways. He asked if they were assigned a piece of land, because 

that piece was given to the Fire Department. 

Chairman Trow said that according to the deed, the town and three other people sold everything 

to the other lady who owns everything. 

Chief Galloway said that there was a waterfront property and one parcel across the street. 

Selectman Gallup asked for clarification on what do they need to sign off on. 

Town Manager Martinez said that they need permission collectively to say that they can move 

forward to collaborate with the legal team that brought documentation that would be required for 

them to sign the deed. 

Motion to approve Osgood Bequest to Sunapee F.A.S.T. Squad by Selectman Gallup 

seconded by Chairman Trow. All voted in favor. 

Selectmen Wallace asked if they are confident that they have been paid from both sections, 

because it sounds like this is a separate parcel. 

Town Manager Martinez said that they are not looking for any transaction. 

Selectmen Wallace asked if it would make sense if they would be noted in the Will and when 

they put value on it, they would get 10% of it. 

Town Manager Martinez said that according to the map, the owner had paid the taxes all along, 

but if they want to charge them for it, they need to go back on the taxes that they should have 

paid for however long. 

Selectman Gallup said that there is not any benefit to the property to them as a town and back 

then, it was agreed to allow the family to have it back. 



Chairman Trow asked for a clarification if they had recognized that there was a second piece of 

land when they did this the last time, because he was under the assumption that that the whole 

process was done and that the Fire Department had decided that the family can have the land 

back, since they did not have the need for it and it was just that the paperwork was basically done 

incorrect.  

 

• Review and Authorize Town Manager to sign Renewal of Georges Mills ERZ Certification 

Motion to Review and Authorize Town Manager to sign Renewal of Georges Mills ERZ 

Certification by Selectman Wallace seconded by Selectman Hathorn. All voted in favor. 

 

• Review and Sign Equalization Assessment Data Certificate 

Kris McAllister presented that the Equalization Assessment Data Certificate must be signed by 

the board, and they will see that from the revaluation that they did in 2020, for the last two years 

they have dropped by 20% year after year. The preliminary ratio is 57% and it is not horrible 

news, since most property types are trending at the same level, but they have a start discussion 

about updating values for the summer. 

Chairman Trow said that for sake of clarity on what she is saying, most properties are around 

70%. 

Selectmen Wallace asked her to explain to the public what the ratio represents. 

Ms. McAllister said that the ratio represents the sales data that happens from October 1 to the 

following September. It is a test of a typical revaluation. She encouraged everyone to go to the 

Town of Sunapee website and to the Assessment Department and get more information on what 

assessment means. 

Motion to Review and Sign Equalization Assessment Data Certificate by Selectman Gallup 

seconded by Selectman Wallace. All voted in favor. 

 

• Review and Sign Recreation Commission Appointments 

Motion to Review and Sign Recreation Commission Appointments by Selectman Wallace 

seconded by Selectman Gallup. All voted in favor. 

 

• Review and Sign Employee Agreement 

Motion to Review and Sign Employee Agreement by Selectman Hathorn seconded by 

Selectman Wallace. All voted in favor. 

 

5. TOWN MANAGER REPORTS 

Town Manager Martinez offered that there was excessive look into whether there was a conflict 

of interest with her serving as town manager and her husband already being a fire ward. Because 

there is zero dollars involved in her husband being the fire ward, the legal advice was that there 

was not a problem with her being a town manager. Her only interest in advising the Fire 

Department is to ensure that they across the board put all town departments to offer the best 

service that they possibly can to the town of Sunapee. She takes issue with this, and she feels as 

she cannot remain quiet when in a public meeting that things and accusations are said that are 

categorically false, that somebody is being unethical. She wanted to make sure that at least for 



her own piece of mind that she was there and the dedication and determination that she had to 

serve the citizens of Sunapee well.  

Mr. Whitehouse said that the policy mentions personal interest not financial, and her husband has 

personal interest in the Fire Department. He said that she led the meeting with the Fire 

Department and when people asked questions, she sometimes tried to move on to the next one. 

He stated that Chairman Trow had conflict of interest as well. 

Chairman Trow said that November 4 meeting was the town managers meeting; it is literally the 

definition of that meeting. 

• Expenditure and Revenue Reports 

Town Manager Martinez said that they have the monthly expenditure and revenue report for the 

October period, which showed that they are at 76% expend.  

• Meeting on December 26th 

Town Manager Martinez suggested this meeting be cancelled.  

• Future Budget Meetings 

The next meeting will be on the 28th and the county will be present, and her expectations are that 

they are going to discuss some of the projects that they are planning that may impact them (the 

nursing home). 

• Town Report  

Town Manager Martinez said that those who need to report on this matter should get emails to 

start thinking about dedication to the Town Report.  

• FERC Letter 

Town Manager Martinez and the board discussed the issue with the downstream concrete and the 

trees cleanup from the dam. Once the inspection report is going to be final and given to them, 

they will know, probably more work will be asked from them to be done. They agreed that they 

would need an estimate for the replacement of the hydro generator and the turbine. 

Town Manager Martinez asked for permission for the Police Department boat to move over to 

the town dock, so the seasonal dock can come out. 

Motion to authorize the use of the town docks for the police boat by Chairman Trow 

seconded by Selectman Hathorn. All voted in favor. 

 

6. CHAIRMAN’S REPORT 

Vice-Chairman Gottling reported that a member of the public here may assure her husband that 

indeed there was a vote, and it was 11:1 looking at the contracts specifically. She added that they 

have $22.2M coming from the state, and then some that they have put into the capital reserve 

fund. They have given permission for $20M. 

Selectmen Wallace said that it is important to make it clear to everyone to reinforce that their 

part, their budget is just a portion of the overall project.  

Chairman Trow said that the other thing to just remind people that currently as of year 2022, the 

estimate is that Sunapee will pay 30.7% of the county budget and it has been done by evaluation. 

He also thanked everyone that helped the election process, which was at 70% turn. He 

encouraged everybody to vote in the next elections in March. 

Selectman Hathorn had a request for Mr. Hazelton to fix a portion of the road on Georges Mills. 



Selectman Gallup reported that he might not be able to attend the next couple of meetings. The 

other thing was that he was feeling a little bit out of the loop regarding the information that was 

not shared about the pickup truck that the Fire Department had gotten through applying for a 

grant. He also was not aware that Rescue 7 was in poor shape. They had found out last week that 

they have a water line issue at the building, and they have a project in progress for which he is 

not sure how expensive it is or here are they getting the money. 

Fire Chief Galloway pointed out that they have discussed the grant six months ago and informed 

them that the grant was complete. 

Town Manager Martinez pointed out that they have had the water pressure issue for some time, 

and it went out last week. The Water & Sewer and Highway Department had been working on it 

intensively. 

Selectmen Wallace pointed out she was approached about conflict of interest, so she would like 

to have a conversation about that at some point in time. 

Town Manager Martinez said that she would offer that she had emailed their lawyer and there is 

nothing that they can do about the board and the conflict of interest. The only time when they 

must ask a member to recuse themselves is when the person weighed on a decision that would 

become an appeal or go to court, and it usually happens with the Planning and Zoning Boards. 

Other than that, nobody must recuse themselves from anything. 

Selectmen Wallace asked that if it is their case that comes in front of them, do they have to 

recuse themselves then. 

Town Manager Martinez said that she does not know the answer to that specific question. 

Chairman Trow said about recusal in general that you could never make somebody recuse, it 

must be their own choice.    

 

7. UPCOMING MEETINGS: 

11/17-5:30PM-Water & Sewer Commissioners, Town Meeting Room  

11/17-7:00PM-Abbott Library Trustees Meeting, Abbott Library  

11/23-5:00PM-Energy Committee Meeting, Town Meeting Room  

11/24-25 Town Office Closed for Thanksgiving Holiday 

 

Meeting Adjourned 10:05PM 

Respectfully submitted, 

Rajmonda Selimi 





FUND BALANCE
PRESENTATION FOR THE BOARD OF SELECTMAN
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BIG PICTURE

Fund 2022 2023 Proposed Increase

Hydro $225,307 $227,683 $2,376 (1.0%)

Water & Sewer $1,898,957 $1,972,326 $73,369 (3.9%)

General Fund $6,838,888 $7,332,978 $494,090 (7.2%)

Appropriations $8,963,152 $9,532,987 $569,835 (6.0%)

Warrant Articles $529,300 $835,065 $305,765 (57.8%)

Grand Total $9,492,452 $10,368,052 $875,600 (9.2%)
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ESTIMATED TAX RATE

Tax Rate

Appropriations $9,532,987

EE Retention 20,000

Less: Revenues (4,528,868)

Less: Fund Balance to reduce tax (750,000)

Add: Warrant Article 835,065

Add: Overlay 30,000

Add: War Service Credit 85,000

Net Required Local Tax Effort $5,224,184

Valuation $1,481,348,412

Tax Rate $3.53

FY22 Rate $3.46

Increase $0.07

2.02%

Changes Since Friday

• Using $1,481,348,412 as valuation rather than 

$1,456,025,412 (including $25,323,000 of 

Utilities that gets included in the rate 

calculation for Town, County and Local School 

but not for State School

• Appropriations reduced by $88,368 in various 

locations after more intense scrutiny on where 

reductions could be made
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FUND BALACE

https://www.nhmunicipal.org/town-city-article/taking-mystery-out-fund-balance
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WHERE IS SUNAPEE?
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FY22 FUND BALANCE TO REDUCE TAX

• Due to lower than budgeted spending we 

calculate that there will be Fund Balance 

retained from the $500,000 approved to 

lower tax rates in FY22 as seen at right.

• Below is a calculation that shows the impact 

to Fund Balance caused by retaining the 

$500,000. Draf
t



HOW MUCH TO LOWER TAX?

• At right is a chart showing what the Fund 

Balance would be at different levels. 

• The “To Reduce Tax” is the amount that 

would be taken from tax in FY23 to reach 

the targeted Fund Balance. Draf
t



IMPACT TO TAX RATE

Tax Rate As Proposed - 14.33% Target 13% Target 11% Target – Flat Rate –

13.83%

Appropriations $9,532,987 $9,532,987 $9,532,987 $9,532,987

EE Retention 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000

Less: Revenues (4,528,868) (4,528,868) (4,528,868) (4,528,868)

Less: Fund Balance to reduce tax (750,000) (1,020,000) (1,420,000) (850,000)

Add: Warrant Article 835,065 835,065 835,065 835,065

Add: Overlay 30,000 30,000 30,000 30,000

Add: War Service Credit 85,000 85,000 85,000 85,000

Net Required Local Tax Effort $5,224,184 $4,954,184 $4,554,184 $5,124,184

Valuation $1,481,348,412 $1,481,348,412 $1,481,348,412 $1,481,348,412

Tax Rate $3.53 $3.34 $3.07 $3.46

FY22 Rate $3.46 $3.46 $3.46 $3.46

Increase $0.07 ($0.12) ($0.39) $0.00

2.02% (3.47%) (11.27%) 0.00%
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